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Explanatory notes 

References to dollars \$) are to United States dollars, unless otherwise 
stated. 

The following abbreviations are used in this report: 

ASIC 
EEC 
CEPII 
SMC 

OAE 
OEM 
RP.MI.AC 
SEI 

Applied specific integrated circuits 
European Econ<>11ic C01111unity 
Centre d'etudes de prospectives et d'inforaations internationales 
Surface mounted coaponents 

Organization of American States 
Original equipaent manufacturing 
Regional aicro-electronic systeas for L•tin Allerica and the Caribbean 
Secretariat for Inforaatics 

VAM Value added in aanufacturing 

The designations eaployed and the presentati~n of the aaterial in this 
document do not iaply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the 
Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, 
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the deliaitation of 
its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of the naaes of f iras and c<>1111ercial products does not iaply 
endorseaent by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 
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IN'l'RODUCTION 

The electronics industry covers the totality of industrial activities in which 
products are turned out for the transmission of information and/or the processing 
of information, using for that purpose electronic techniques, i.e. techniques 
utilizing variations in electrical parameters to code the information. It is 
basically an industry for electronic construction that builds and assembles, 
starting with the building bricks which are the specific components that it needs, 
systems intended for different categories of clients: the public at large (mass 
consumers), the industrialists and so forth. 

The electronics industry turns out a considerable quantity of products, which 
one can classify as follows: 

Components: resistances, condensers, transistors, printed circuits, 
integrated circuits, microprocessors and so forth; 

Electro~ics for mass consumption: radio sets, hi-fi equipment, video 
recorders, compact disc readers and so forth; 

Industrial electronics: teleco111Dunication equipment, measuring and 
regulating apparatus, computers and so forth. 

Given this classification, the electronics industry appears to be extremely 
diversified when compared with the state it was in only 20 or so years ago. The 
fundamental change has been brought about through the considerable progress at 
certain higher scientific and technological levels, which has assigned basic 
importance to some of the components common to all the systems manufactured by the 
electronics industry. The transistor in 1947, the integrated circuit in 1959 and 
above all the microprocessor - a ~erita~le microsystem for processing and 
transmitting information - in 1971 have made the electronics industry a top-level 
manufacturer whose productivity is constantly increasing. !/ Every electronic 
system today contains transistors; extremely rare are the ones that do not yet 
incorporate integrated circuits; more and mor·! systems are fitted with 
microprocessors and they will all have to have them well before the year 2000. 

This trend has had two principal effects: the first re'.ates to the system of 
coding the information to be processed or transmitted. The use of the analog 
method in computing techniques has given place to the digital method £/ which 
demands a huge amount of elementary lnformati)n - bits - which, moreover, make it 
possible to miniaturize the equipment: an integrated circuit of several square 
millimetres can contain more than a million bits. As a result, the use of systems 
to any extent complex results in the appearance of something new: the use of 
software. Indeed, with the former syst~ms the analog technique used to make it 
necessary to establish electrical connections and controls for a given operation. 

!/ See •Global Study on World Electronics• (ID/WG.478/2(SPEC.)). 

£1 According to the digital technique, all information is expressed by a 
combination of as many items of elementary information as is necessary, the 
elementary information being in two possible states - symbclized 0 or 1 - as in the 
binary notation and becoming for that reason a bit (binary digit). 
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A change in operation could be produced, within limits, by altering the connections 
and the wiring. We then speak of wired logic. Today, the systems using millions 
of integrated components made of silicon can be permanently adapted to an 
operation - this is still the case with many of the mass consum~r systems - but 
they aay also be programaed, as only computers used to be, and be recontoured and 
adapted to performing other operations. This is programaable software which is 
gradually peraeating all systems and at the saae tiae guaranteeing the growing 
importance of software permitting such progra .. ing. Software, ~hose production is 
an intellectual activity involving design and coding, has becore essential for any 
electronic system; it is therefore necessary to tackle together the issue of the 
electronics industry and that of the software. 

The second effect, which is complementary to the first effect, is 
ainiaturization. It has never stopped, bringing with it the use of new 
microelectronic components in all the systems aade by the electronics industry and 
also permitting miniaturization - at least in the relative sense - of all the 
systems, together with a considerable reduction in costs. As a result, it is ~11 
these economic activities together which are called for. In effect, no activity 
can progress without the processing and transmitting of information; these are 
operations that used to be performed manually at a cost/efficiency ratio which as a 
general rule avoided any recourse to electronic systems, as being too expensive, 
too cumbersome and not very effective. The miniaturization effect, accompanied by 
a reduction in costs, has completely altered the picture a~d gradually changed all 
the activities; all machines tend to make use of electronic systems for processing 
and transmitting information and are thereby improved in productivity and quality. 
In this sense, the e!ectronic technologies can be placed at the service of 
industrial development. 

These considerations inevitably make the electronics and software industry one 
which plays a prime role in the functioning of the national production apparatus 
and it is clear that the developing countries must take into account the impact of 
the electronics industry on the process of industrialization and accord that 
industry the place it deserves. 

At the present time, the status of the electronics and software industries is 
extremely different from one developing country to another. According to the 
country, production is larger or smaller and diversified. First, local resources 
in scientific and technological capacities may seem fairly well adapted to what is 
required by an industry which is all at the same time a, assembly industry, a 
modern industry and an intellectual activity; secondly, the size of the country 
and its industry may offer a market with economies of scale which seem inadequate. 
However, whatever the position, all developing countries are confronted by the fact 
that the age of electronics has begun and that it governs the advances to be made 
in its production apparatus. The advances are tied in with its capacity to define, 
as a function vf its own characteristics, the specific path thac it foll0ws to keep 
up with ti1e electronic age, whether by rational use of electronic systems or/and 
the production of electronic goods suited to its internal market, and/or again by 
specialization in certain exportable electronic products. 

To define this path it is, however, possible, as a function of the 
characteristics of the electronics and software industry, experience gained by 
certain developing countries and the strategies of the principal actors in world 
electronics, to find certain reference points for policies relating to electronic 
and software production and the benefits to be gained in that respect from 
co-operation at regional, interregional and international levels. 

• 

• 

• 
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Forty years ago the electronics industry was almost non-existent. Although 
the transistor had just been invented, radio sets were still using valves, data 
processing was still in its cradle, and telecommunications were still the analog 
type. The only important market was that of the United States where, in 1946, 
18,000 television sets were sold; 7 million s~ts were to be sold there annually by 
the beginning of the 1950s. In 1957 production of electronics in the principal 
countries with a market economy barely exceeded $12,00C million. Three quarters of 
that was accounted for by the United States, 5 per cent by Japan and the rest by 
the European countries, principally in mass consumer electronics and to a lesser 
extent in telecommunications. Between 1957 and 1982 the rate of develo~ .ent of 
world production was extremely steady: 13.3 per cent per year on average, with a 
speed-up starting from 1974: a yearly average of more than 16 per cent 
betw~en 1974 and 1982. This is all the more remarkable in that the relative costs 
of information processing dropped l/ and in tha~ the trends in the world economy as 
a whole had, conversely, slowed down after 1974 (see table 1). 

Table l 

Electronics production in the countries with a market economy 
(in millions of dollars) 

Year USA Japan Europe ~/ Rest of the world Total 

1957 9 200 500 2 700 400 12 800 
1964 18 700 2 100 4 900 l 500 27 200 
1974 38 900 13 200 29 700 6 000 87 800 
1982 148 000 66 100 60 400 20 000 294 500 
1987 185 000 148 000 140 000 87 000 560 000 

Source: GERDIC (Study and Research Group for Development, Industrialization 
and Foreign Trade) based on different sources. 

~ 10 member countries of the European Economic Community. 

Before the 1970s the share of the developing countries was virtually 
negligible. Local production conslsted mainly in assembly operations f~r the 
benefit of. local, relatively narrow, markets. Starting from the end of the 1980s, 
the relo~ation of enterprioes of United States origin towards several of the 
South-East Asian countries brought about production intended for the domestic 
market. In the U~ited S~ates imports of semiconductors within this context 
attained $700 million in 1974 and three thousand million dollars in 1982. 

The progress in electronic• prior to the 1980s was made therefore in the 
industrialized countries. Japan maintained a growth rate higher than 20 per cent 
and its production (exported in increasi~~ proportion, running from 30 per cent 

ll In 1985 the cost of a memory bit was, in current value, 0.5 per cent of 
what it had bee~ in 1970. This relates first to microele~tronics and data 
proce••ing (informaticn). But the drop in co•t i• equally a• marked in tele
communications or audio-visual devices: radios, tape recorders and tel&vi•icn set•. 
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in 1973 to SO per cent in 1982) overtook that of the European aarket economy 
countries at the beginning of the 1980s. Those countries aade up for soae of their 
backwardness in the United States between 1964 and 1974, though without exporting 
significantly and without their firms relocating to any great extent. Conversely, 
during that period the United States opened its economy, iaporting coaponents and 
ma~s consumer electronics and exporting industrial electronicr., above all data 
processing hardware. The United States had a growing surplus up to 1980, after 
which the balance receded and becaae negative in 1982. During the period 
1974-1982, the electronics industry of the United States ~evertheless developed 
very rapidly, as did its exports, which vent partly to the countries of the 
European Ec~nomic Coaaunity, with which it has a strong surplus trade balance. The 
production of the EEC countries has in fact grown much aore rapidly; starting 
from 1974, this a1ea became a deficit area and the deficit did nothing but 
increase, except for trade in telecomaunications equipacnt. 

Vroa the middle of the 1970s the investments by foreign firas, first, and the 
policies pursued by a certain number of developing countries in Latin America and 
Asia, second, started to make themselves felt and the proportion of electronic 
products manufactured in the developing countries was approxiaately 3.5 per cent of 
world production in 1974. That share rose quite considerably (it exceeded S per 
cent in 1982) because of the fact that a small group of South-East Asian countries 
recorded annual growth rates equal to or higher than 20 pe~ cent of the production 
largely intended for export. 

Since 1982, world production has continued to grow in value at a high rate 
(13 per cent on average) despite the slow-down in inflation, while the developing 
countries have been able to increase their share, thanks to China and India which 
have joined the previous group of fast developing countries. The share of the 
developing countries can be estimated at approximately 12 per cent for 1987; it 
should be close to 33 per cent for mass consumer electronics, but only 8 per cent 
for industrial electronics. (See table 2.) 

Table 2 

Production and world aarket per major area in 1987 
(market economy countries) 

United States 
Japan 
Western Europe 

Production 
Thousand million 

dollars 

185 
148 
140 

Other industrialized countries 15 
South-East Asian countries 44 
Latin America 10 
China/India l4 
Rest of the world (except coun-

tries with a planned economy) 4 

Total 560 

In \ 

33.0 
26.4 
25.0 
2.7 
7.9 
l.8 
2.5 

_kl 

100 

Market 
Thousand million 

dollars 

204 
9-

160 
25 
30 
l4 
15 

_ll 

560 

In \ 

36.4 
17.2 
28.6 
4.5 
5.4 
2.5 
2.7 

...b2 

100 

Source: Estimates by GERDIC (based on various scJrces, more especially the 
~lseviec Yearbook of World Electronics Data, EIAJ (Electronics Industry Association 
ot Ja~an) and t~e profeaai~h•l pra••· 

• 

• 
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Trade in electronic products occupies an increasing place in world trade, 
although the relative cost of these pre-ducts has dropped. The proportion of them 
rose accordingly from 4 per cent of world trade in the 1970s to 7.3 per cent 
in 1986. Their share of the trade in manufactured products attained 11.S per cent 
in 1986: the figures for trade in electronics are thus higher than the combined 
trade figures for textiles and clothing: !/ it is equivalent to three quarters of 
the world automobile trade. 

The remarkable upswing in this trade is due to both the dynamics of the world 
demand for these products and to effects, first, of specialization in certain 
national economies and, second, of international splitting up of production 
processes by the larger firms. As far as data processing is concerned, we have to 
add to these causes the considerable transformation undergone by this industry with 
the great strides made in •icro-data processing, which has enabled a real explosion 
in demand to occur. 

Table 3 

Share of electronics in world trade 

1967 1973 1979 1984 1986 
(in \) in thousand million dollars 

Electronics 3.0 4.0 3.8 6.1 7.3 1S4 

Components 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.4 1.2 26 

Mass production 0.7 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.3 27 

Telecommunication£ 0.1 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.4 30 

Data processing 1.1 l.:; 1.3 2.3 2.6 SS 

Industrial electronics n.d.* n.d.* n.d.* n.d.* 0.8 16 

* n.d. = no data available. 

Source: CHELEM data base from CEPII, except for 1986: data from GATT 
(report for 1986-1987). 

Electronics is an industry the weight of which has considerably grown within 
the advanced economies. The ratio between the value of aalea of electronic 
products and the value added in manufacturing (VAM) has almoat tripled in the 
eco~omies of the larger industrial countries since 1960. (See table 4.) Thia 
shows a atrong structural modifi~ation in favour of the electronics industry. 

!/ Data .:rom GATT (.1.986-1987 report). 
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Federal Republic 
of Germany 

United States 

Prance 

Japan 

United Kingdom 

Total 

Ratio between electronics sales and VAM in some 
of the market econ<>11y countries 

1960 

Sales of Sales of 
electronic Ratio electronic 
product VAM in \ product 

1 ll7 28 828 3.8 17 837.8 

12 709 145 841 8.7 178 096.6 

716 18 016 3.9 ll 706.0 

1 196 14 212 8.4 50 636.5 

l 437 23 072 6.2 13 724.3 

17 174 229 969 7.5 272 001 

1985 

VAM 

236 403 

683 865 

129 079 

347 251 

82 :39 

l 477 737 

Source: Taken from M. Humbert, •industrialization strategies in 
electronics•, Rennes, GERDIC (1988). 

Ratio 
in \ 

7.6 

24.9 

9.1 

14.6 

16.7 

18.4 

As can be seen fro~ table 4, this structural transformation has been much more 
clear cut in the United States and in Japan. In•Jeed, in the United States 
between 1972 and 1986, employment in the electronics industry doubled, rising from 
1 million persons to 2 million, or in percentage of factory employment, from barely 
5 per cent to more than 10 per cent. While factory jobs stagnated to the benefit 
of services and while unemployment affected most of the manufacturing activities, 
the electronics industry took on a considerable amount of manpower. In Japan, 
employment in the electronics industries grew by 50 per cent between 1980 and 1986, 
whereas factory employment rose very slightly (less than l per cent per year). In 
consequence, the share of electronics in factory employment - higher than that of 
the automobile industry since the end of the 1960s - rose from 7.~ per cent in 1980 
to 11.1 per cent in 1986. ~hese examples show the increasing role played by 
electronics in the economies of the most industrialized countries. 

II. THE CONTRASTING PERFORMANCES or THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
IN THE BLEC'l'RONICS 1wuc;TRY 

As long as the electronics industry maintained a llOdest place in production 
and world trade, the developing countries were not encouraged to promote 
elec~ronics production on their own territory, where it remained marginal. Two 
trends have been responsible for the first measures, aimed at starting the 
development of electronics production. The first is the appearance of 
telediffusion systems in the countries with a potentially vast internal market: it 
led to mass consuaer electronics around 1960, especially in the larger countries of 

• 

• 
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Latin America (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico etc.) and Asia (China, India). The 
second, at the end of the 1960&, was a search for aore attractive conditions for 
the coat of aanpower by the aultinational f iraa, aainly originating froa the United 
States, ready to relocate the aore intensive stages in the production process, aore 
especially for coaponents, and the opportunity which was seized in that respect by 
several countries of South-Bast Asia (Republic of Korea, Singapore, Bong Kong and 
Taiwan), followed by others in the 1970s. 

The first trend therefore involves the develop11ent of production destined 
basically for the internal aarket and in aost cf these countries fits into the 
fraaework of an iaport substitution policy. It is chiefly aade up of aaaa consuaer 
electronics, in which the television set is the aost iaportant article. In 
Argentina, India and China the black and white television aanufacturera will be 
basically local enterprises, but with the advent of colour television in the 1~80s, 
these countries will in one way or another turn to foreign firas. In Mexico and in 
Brazil, foreign enterprise has been considerable since the very beginning and the 
public authorities have had to take action to •tiaulate local integration, aore 
especially for the aanufacture of tubes. Rone of these countries has developed a 
learning process adequate to place the national industry on a footing where it can 
keep up, of its own accord with the transforaation of the electronics industry 
(digitization and ainiaturization). The technological change alone by which black 
and white television aoved on to becoaing coloured required recourse to countries 
abroad. It seeas that apart froa the rather liaited resources which different 
countries could devote to this area the content of the industrialization policies 
was not such to encourage thea to show technological dynaaisa. 

Starting froa the aiddle of the 1970s, all the above-aentioned countries took 
action to proaote the ievelopaent of the electronics industry, =hiefly data 
processing, and start~d up pr09ra .. es for developing the telec<>1111unication 
infrastructures. T~l~~oamunication pr09raaaes are generally speaking iapleaented 
by large aultinational firas with whom coun~ries seek to negotiate contracts for 
local assembly operations and a little bit of integration. The upswing of the data 
processing industry, conversely, is conceived froa the standpoint of an iaport 
substitution policy by the former group of countries with a fairly extensive 
internal aarket and with the desire, at least as far as the smaller systeas are 
concerned, to pro~ote solely local producers. ~ 

The countries which started their electronics production on the occasion of 
the international relocations have followed quite a different path. The first 
group of countries (Bong Kong, Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) managed to 
broaden their field further than just relocated production. They combined their 
initial export-based activities with other activities in mass consumer electronics 
in order to take advantage of soae of the siaple components exclusively exported 
until then. Mass consumer electronics production, which is itself intended for 
export, was gradually carried out with more advanced local integration within the 
branches of foreign firas, joint enterprises, and local firms and with a great deal 

~ Brazil and India have initially reserved the production of microprocessing 
for local firms so as to devel~p their own technol09ical capacitie•1 they have 
also promoted the local consttuction of electronics centres. 
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of subcontracting by equipment .. nufacturers (origi~Y~ equipaent .. nufacturer). 
The aore sophisticated coaponents of .. ss consuaer electronics, colour tubes and 
even the integrated circuits of aicroelectronics ~ere soon being produced, chiefly 
in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, thanks to the activity of the State and lccal 
groupings. These aanufacturers then shoved theaselves capable of aoving on froa 
television tubes to aonitors for aicrocoaputers, for which they also developed the 
production of peripherals. It is wort~ noting that the first personal coaputer 
sold by IBM consisted by aore than a third of parts and coaponents aade in 
south-East Asia. The spectacular progress in this field has raised the Republic of 
Korea to the rank of sixth world electronic• aanufacturer within 15 years: the 
production of electronics, which represented 2 per cent of national production in 
1970, today constitutes aore than 10 per ~ent. T~e ~epublic of Korea recognizes, 
however, that it will have to aake further headway if it is to acquire technical 
and industrial know-how in data processing and telece>1111unications. 

A second group of South-East Asian countries (Malaysia, Philippines and 
Thai!and) seeas to have difficulties in following in the footsteps of the Republic 
of Korea. It should nevertheless be noted that Malaysia, with a trade surplus in 
electronics, is engaging in aore coaplex stages than asseably (coaponent testing 
and silicon foundries): that Thailand is seeking to increase the integration of 
its aass consumer electronics by taking up the aanufacture of televisio~ tubes. In 
a very general manner, all of these countries are in a position to benefit froa a 
new wave of relocation of enterprises originating from Japan, though also froa 
other countries in East Asia. This aoveaent should help the• to develop an 
electronics industry within the framework of a strategy combining export, 
subcontracting, growing integration and protection of the local market. 

Other atteapts aay have been aade by different countries in this, that or the 
other direction in, but neither the attempts, nor their results have been reported 
in the literature on industrial development. 

III. THE STRATEGIES OF ~'HE PRINCIPAL AC'l'ORS IN WORLD ELECTROHICS 

The strategies of the public authorities, together with those of the larger 
firms, which are often international, have helped to shape the world electronics 
situation. 

A. Strategies of the public authorities 

1. Industrialized countries 

The public authorities of the industrialized countries have play~d an 
important part in the electronics industry since its beginning for a variety of 
reasons linked to sovereignty, assessaent of the technological impact of the 
industry and the foreign trade situation. 

The various activities pursued by the public authorities can be classified in 
two aajor categories, according to whether they are geared more directly to 
organization of the supply or organi~ation of the demand. 

(a) Organization of the supply 

Allong •u~h activities we can quote the development of training branches 
(technicians and engineers) and national, and even aultilateral, research funding 



< 

(ESPRIT European progra1111e). 
directly and, in addition to 
in encouraging restructuring 
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These •easures also concern the industry more 
the assistance and subsidies, they may be instru•ental 
(case of data processing in Europe) and to controlling 

(b) Organization of the demand 

The most frequent practice has been to ensure national out:ets for the 
manufac~urers of teleco .. unications equipment or data processi~g equipment. 
Several States have also endeavoured to organize the diffusion of c011petitive 
products among consuaers or enterprises and adainistrations. 

In certain countries these strategies, by •eans of these different approaches, 
have tended to create a coherent a~d efficient apparatus for electror.ics production 
without always succeeding in doing so in an entirely satisfactory manner since 11U1ny 
of the firms and industrie~ in difficulties still have to be helped. 

2. Developing countries 

In the develuping countries the industrial policies relating more directly to 
the electronics industry have of~en given priority to objectives such as gains in 
foreign currency (i•port substitution or promotion of export) and the creation of 
employment: they have less often taken into account the technological impact of 
this new industry and have only in exceptional cases broached it with consideration 
for all its co•ponent parts. (It should be noted that mass consumer electronics 
does not cvme under the same ministerial departments as the component sector, nor 
do telec01111unications and data processing.) 

The Republic of Korea is number six in the world in terms of its electronics 
production (in value). The upswing of the electronics industry there has been 
partly due to action by the State. The first decision on industrial policy 
relating to electronics was adopted in 1966 (training in electronic techniques). 
Among the set of decisions adopted since then we can quote: the Electronics 
Industry Promotion Law, which recognizes the vocation of that industry as an 
exporter and provides also for the establishment of the Gumi industrial area open 
only to electronics enterprises (it is not ~ free zone): the different sections on 
electronics in the Industrial Plans (1972-1976: priority for mass consumer 
electronics and discrete components; 1977-1981: priority for equipment~ 
1982-1986: priority for highly integrated circuits and data processing). Amon~ 

the aore direct action we could recall the launching of State enterprises 
(telecommunications) and research centres in the 1970s, these efforts being later 
taken over by the private sector. 

Brazil is one of the most important manufacturers of electronic products in 
the developing countries. Initially the Brazilian industrial policy related more 
to finished products, whether producers' goods or durable consumer goods, produced 
mostly in the Manaus free zone. Prom 1979 onwards, to make allowance for the 
strong interrelationship existing between the different subsectors, the Secretariat 
for Informatics (SEI) saw that its mission should be extended to cover, apart from 
data processing, automated equipment and microelectronics. SEI's objective was to 
promote national capability in designing and constructing integrated circuits. The 
intervention of t~e State in the area of data processing was quite considerable 
from 1977 onwards. The Government pursued a policy of •reserved markets•, 
reserving for local enterprises alone the possibility of ..iaking micro- and 
mini-data processing equipm3nt. In !98• a d&ta processing law limited access by 
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this industry for a period of eight years. That context has furthered the 
development o! a national industry. 

B. The strategies of the firms 

The electronics and software industry is an industry of world importance in 
the sense that a number of large groups originating from industrialized countries -
though soae groups originating from developing countries have join~d them - are 
developing their strateqies at planetary level and possess production facilities in 
a large number of countries. Several production segments are do•inated by a small 
number of actors: the larger telecommu11ication centres, the major data processing 
systems, semiconductors, colour television receivers, video recorders, 
microprocessors, work stations, and the ~ey software for microcomputers 
(spreadsheets, data bases, text processing), to name a few. These •ultiple 
oligopolistic markets in which a part is played, among others, by f ir•s 
specializing in a single market segment, are controlled by a larger oligopoly that 
is dominated by groups oft1?n participating in a large number of segments and 
attaining a considerabl~ turnover: the first 10 world grvups are responsible for 
almost a thir.d of the world ~lectronics sales. This is far less than in the case 
of motorcars, but tnere the range of products offered is much broader. 

The strategies of the new entrants or firms of modest size are obviously 
forced to make allowance for this density and power exercized by a few leading 
firms on each well-defined market. As a consequence, they seek a niche in the 
market unoccupied by the leaders where competition is less strong, first and 
foremost, on account of the modest size of the market segment, which has not (yet) 
attracted the bigger operators. 

The strategies of these main operators have developed very little during the 
1980s under pressure from added competition linked, first, to the deepening of the 
technological development, which unified the domain, and, second, to the rise in 
power of the principal Japanese groups and the advent of new groups from different 
co~ntries, including developing countries such as the Republic of Korea. The first 
characteristic of this trend is the search for greater versatility, permitting the 
group, first, to have a more flexible and uniform internal organization where the 
growth in productivity is associated with the unfolding of an active human 
resource; second, it is a matter of thus being capable of reacting promptly to L 

fluid external environment. This characteristic is the one which has made possible 
the other changes observed in the strategies of these groups. 

In their choice of areas of production the principal groups have abandoned the 
strategies of diversification and coverage of the entire range of products of the 
electronics and software industry. For example, IBM, having launched into 
telecommunications when the centres became digital, has withdrawn. In France, 
Thomson has recentred on a few new directions although the p~blic authorities had 
encouraged it to cover a large number of areas. This recentring strategy - which 
can also be perceived in other industries - is connected with the need to keep 
within different segments a big enough part of the world market for produ~tion on a 
competitive basis. It is combined in electronics with a desire for vertical 
integration: profits seem to be made with systems for which the group has the 
know-how, with the provision that enough of the world market has been retained, but 
to some extP,nt the know-how is linked to certai~ essential components, i.e. certain 
building bricks. Hence all of the electronics manufacturers want to make a minimum 
number of these components. 
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The selection of installation sites abroad is no longer associated 
predominantly with a search for lower salary costs. First 3nd foreaost, the point 
is to exploit the advantages of the group in the fields that it has aastered, at 
world level, consideration being given to a set of conditions, aore especially the 
local capabilities of markets and the flow of trade. Coaponent firas in the United 
States may still seek to set theaselves up in South-East Asia, but aore perhaps for 
reasons associated with the capabilities and markets to be found there. Japanese 
firas are going all out in their investaents abroad since they have exhausted 
possibilities for further international expansion solely on the basis of exports 
and because they feel that they can produce coapetitively both in the United States 
and in Europe. They also seem to be turning towards intensive relocation and 
investment in nearby South-East Asia and China. Some Korean firas have recently 
undertaken a similar relocation dynaaic. 

Finally, the ~esire to control the envirollllent now proceeds by way of 
increasing the foreign relations of the groups in completely new forms, which 
differ considerably from the cartels of the past. The most spectacular result of 
this is clearly the weaving of a dense fabric of world alliances based on bilateral 
and multilateral agreements with consortia which may themselves be sponsored by the 
public authorities of one or more nations. This is the case with SF.MATF..CH in the 
United States and one could also quote the EUREKA projects, such as JESSI for which 
Philips, Siemens, Thomson-SGS and Plessey are joining up with many other firas and 
obtaining public funds from six European countries to prepare for the electronic 
components of the future. These alliances prepare for the future, but also 
organize the present in a frequently more traditional manner by regrouping& and 
mergers which reinforce some of the groups in the directions chosen for their 
recentring. Thus Thomson, the French group which has engaged in a joint venture 
with SGS ATES (Italy) for its component line; Hewlett-Packard, which has brought 
back APOLLO for the work stations (United States), CIT Alcatel (France), which has 
repurr.hased activities in telecommunications outside the United States, principally 
Euro~!an ITT, and so on. To the co-operation in research and development, to the 
mergeLD and joint ventures for market segments, in order to penetrate certain 
territories, we can add the traditional subcontracting relationships for the supply 
of interaediate products, though also the OEM (original equipaent manufacturing) 
agreements, or those involving a second source in the case of finis~ed products. 
The increase in these co-operative relationships does not hinder rivalry and firms 
usually like to have real competition. In this sense, they show that they are 
especially keen to see common world standards accepted, at least after failing in 
their attempts to have their own accepted. Hence there are battles in progress 
over the standards for future high-definition television, future microcomputers and 
future software permitting the interlinking or interoperability of data processing 
systems. 

IV. MAIN POINTS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN DEFINING AN INTEGRATED 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY INC:.UDING SOFTWARE 

In order to define a development strategy for the electronics industry, we 
have to bear a number of points in mind. First, we have to see wh&t place this 
industry occupies in the national economy. Then we have to consider, first, the 
principal features of the markets in terms of their different products and, second, 
the resources available to the country for l~cal production. There are aany 
elements there which enable us - and that is the main thing - to guide the search 
for coherence in the production apparatus. This should be done by stressing 
co-operation on a regional, interregional and international basis. 
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A. Integration of the electronics industry into the national econoay 

Now that industry as a whole is going in for electronics, a country cannot 
disregard its national econoay if it wishes to ensure industrialization. However, 
it is not just a matter of launching into the production of certain electronic 
systeas without going through the selection of the• as a function of different 
criteria. Furtheraore, the introduction of electronics into the strategy of 
industrialization leads us to reconsider the foraer at the tiae when it was 
organized around other inGJstries. We should therefore undertake a reorientation 
of the industrial policy and a reallocation of the resources. Finally, integration 
of the electronics industry should aake allowance for the probleas of the foreign 
constraint. 

In aany countries the trade deficit in this sector is considerable. as a 
result, aost countries conteaplate local manufacture in order to replace the iaport 
of certain vital products, or even to export thea in order to loosen the 
constraints on the balance of payaents and the foreign debt. 

B. The different electronics aarkets 

The characteristics of the different markets may explain the choice of a 
developaent strategy for the electronics industcy. we can draw a distinction, in 
particular, between the aarkets for telecoaaunications, data processing, industrial 
automation, aass consuaer electronics, coal>')nents and software. 

In teleco .. unications the aost open aarket is the terainal equipaent aarket 
which offers extensive opportunities. The aanufacturers physically close to the 
networks to which these terainals should be connected posses an advantage. The 
advantage will be weakened if there is generalization of the national deregulation 
in the area in the interests of international standardization. If the major 
centres continue to be designed by world groups able to invest considerable suas in 
resea~cn and developaent, it will still be possible to undertake assembly 
operations locally with a certain degree of national integration prior to setting 
them up. Furthermore, the smaller private centres are less deaanding in nature. 

In data processing, the most dynamic segaent is that of aicroprocessing, which 
is also very often a considerable item of import in the absence of national 
production. The size of the national demand is such that many countries are led to 
wonder whether there should not be micro-data proces" g for the microcoaputers 
themselves and for their peripherals. This is one o~ ~he areas in which the final 
assembly of count key data devices (CRD) is practised. 

Industrial automation systems represent an extreaely dynaaic aarket, but one 
which is made up of products that are usually of great technological coaplexity. 
Nevertheless, the software is relatively important and we begin to see the advent 
of industrial orders for simple software operating on the basis of a aicrocomputer. 

Mass con~umer electronics is another area where the absence of national 
production and control of iaports causes a high foreign deficit. As a result, a 
large number of countries wonder whether there should not be local production of at 
least SOile product• er certain production stages, while not wi~hing to stay 
indefinitely with just the assembly of kits. 

The production of components remains an extremely dynaaic sector which still 
employs a relatively large amount of manpower, even though the technological trend 
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has brought 110re and 110re automation, as for exaaple in the aanufacture of printed 
circuits (and the surface-mounted coaponents (SMC) technology). This sector serves 
all the other electronics sectors and after an initial stage of production by 
replacing the iaport of finished products, it will have to take up the aanufacture 
~f sub-asseablies or coaponents. Beside the sophisticated coaponents, there are 
still the aore traditional discrete coaponents, which perhaps fora aore accessible 
aarkets. 

The software aarket is one which is growing very quickly and in which the 
proportion of independent aanufacturers has risen at the expense of equipaent 
11a11ufacturers, principally in data processing. In software for special us~, there 
is clearly a place for local production intended for local users, since the 
proxiaity of the two parties facilitates the continuous relationship that they have 
to aaintain. Entering into the production of the larger and aore general software, 
on the other hand, aay create difficult probleas. Purther11<>re, we should also note 
here a certain tendency towards autoaation of software writing. 

c. Local production and technological resources 

The principal question is to evaluate the resources properly, especially the 
technological resources, which are necessary for the developaent of local 
production. We can draw a distinction for this pur:;><>se between five llOdalities. 

The first llOdality is utilization; in a large nuaber of cases it is not as 
simple as it seems and is another issue to be discussed at this aeeting, naaely how 
to place the electronic tec'ulologies at the service of industrial developaent. 

The second modality is in actual fact an extension of the first or,~. It 
relates to the production of applied software. The production of software is the 
production of resources for using hardware, data processing ec;uipaent as a whole. 
Production takes place aost often at the site of a client who has equipment to be 
used or by aeans of telecommunication with the client. This therefore presupposes 
in the case of local production clients with equipment and, in the direct senae, 
with the intellectual capability of designing and writing software, which is a 
high-level qualification (engineers and senior technicians), as well as, soaetiaes, 
good infrastructure for liaison with the international telecommunication networks. 

The third modality, which is that of the asseably of systems, presents fairly 
extensive accessibility, but is not iaaediately available except for certain 
manufacturers. The other aspect of this broad accessibility is obviously the low 
level of technological learning possible by way of such activities when they are 
reduced aerely to asseably. It nevertheless enables us to aeet certain 
requireaents of local manufacture. 

The fourth llOdality is the introduction of a production process as complete as 
possible. It is all the 11<>re demanding in terms of technological capabilities in 
that we wish to return to the upstream stages of the production process for the 
more general case. For sophisticated coaponents or systeas, the downstream stages 
of testing and liaising with clients are equally stages which require costly 
equip11ent and very high-level qualifications. For most countries and most 
segaents, it is normally only possible to operate at an intermediate stage of this 
modality. The fifth llOdality is accessible only with mastery of the totality of d 

production process for a particular product that it is then wished to advance. 
This clearly requires a great deal of expenditure on research and on keeping up 
with the status of world technology. Pew developing countries have a chance to 
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face this proble•, but such •ight be the case, directly or indirectly, vith certain 
segments of the •icro-data processing or .ass consumer electronics. 

To enabl~ the electronics industry to take its desired place in the national 
economy, ve cectain~y ha~e to bear in •ind the realities of national potential in 
face of constraints on the technological modalities and the 11arket characteristics, 
but above all ve •ust put into effect measures aimed at seeking the coherence of 
the production apparatus. 

D. The search for consistency in the production apparatus 

A .ajor snag in any industrialization policy is the setting up of a series of 
factories that operate virtually without any interrelationship and thereby •iss the 
entire potential synerg~ that careful selection and certain political-economic 
aeasures aight have been able to create. Starting vith thoughts on the resources 
that it has available for proeoting local electronics production, a developing 
country vill have, on the other band, the problem of developing an internal dynaaic 
by assigning priorities vhich per•it synergic relationships and create learning 
effects. 

If they have started by using or assembling electronic syste•s, the countries 
vill seek to i•prove gradually the level of national integration and will 
facilitate the establishment of COllpleaentary types of production. To avoid the 
aisuse of protection, which cuts through the world realities at the expense of both 
chances of dyna•ic learning by the 11anufacturers and services offered to the users, 
especially vhen they are industrialists, there will be need to establish selective 
and graded protection. 

The action adopted vill have to be based on a longer set of probleas devised 
by the public authorites who have to create an environ8ent favourable to the 
creation of this dyn .. ic: support for training and retraining of personnel, 
encourageaent of foreign branches to involve the•selves in the local industrial 
fabric and in the upswing of its technico-industrial capabilities. 

Beyond that, it is possible that the State should not only encourage the 
initiatives of s11aller production units and those of cot111ercial enterprises geared 
to assellbly, but also foster the for .. tion and reconversion of private and public 
national groups which .. Y exist in other sectors, so as t.o set up enterprises of 
the •ini .. l size required by certain aarkets. 

Finally, the public authorities will have to exa•ine all the regulatory 
•easures governing investaent, licences and patents as well as the transfer of 
technology less by recou,se to the rigid and exclusive principles of i•port 
substitution or export promotion than by their potential effect on the internal 
~ynaaic by which to build up a territorial production syste• COllPO&ed of production 
units and to ensure that they .. intain a large nullber of synergy-containing 
relationships. 

E. Regional and interregional co-operation 

In llOst branches of industry the advantage of regional and interregional 
co-operation has already been given broad eaphasisJ such co-operation is also 
necessary in electronics. The European countries are shoving in their own way that 
it is in fact a sector where such is vital. 
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Extensive regional co-operation is already under way, for exaaple between the 
countries of Latin Allerica where several networks - soae of the• sponsored by 
URIDO - such as REMLAC (Micro-electronic Systeas for Latin Allerica and the 
caribbean), already aake it pos~ible to exchange inforaation and keep abreast of 
the advanced electronic technologies. We can also note in this region the aeeting 
on aicro-electronics organized under the auspices of the Organization of Allerican 
States (OAS) in October 1988, or certain projects such as BRAMEXVBN between Brazil, 
Mexico and Venezuela, which envisage the design of a aicroprocessor using their own 
technology by the research institutions of those countries. 

This co-operation should deal not only with the research aspects but also, and 
110re iaportantly, with industrial action for better use of local resources and 
utilization of coapleaentarities. The intrazonal investaents of South Asia are an 
exaaple of one of the ways for such regional co-operation, which could r~se above 
the foraation of regional groups if the latter could te aade aware of the 
coaplementarities existing on a broader scale, if only for setting up industrial 
and technological inforaation networks. The latter could even be introduced at a 
broader level. 

F. International co-operation and technological developaent 

The present state of world technology which is such that the cOllllOdities of 
the electronics industry can be aanufactured under the best competitive conditions 
is available to the countries and companies aost active in the field. This is 
partly due to knowledge which is in the public dOllain, provided one has access to 
data bases where it is recorded or to publications in which it appears. The 
developing countries can expect international co-operation to provide the• with 
easier access to all inforaation. They will then be in a better position to 
negotiate, in a spirit of mutual trust, the teras for transfer of know-how 
protected by patents and licences, which is usually necessary when starting new 
aanufacturing processes under favourable conditions. They will also be in a better 
position to aaster officially transferred technologies, provided the accompanying 
programaes for scientific and technical co-operation bring personnel into aore 
direct contact with the industrial realities from which these technologies stea and 
enable the• in this way to gain all the potential advantages. 

Finally, the developing countries are undoubtedly hoping co join in the 
process of standardization at world level of a nuaber of electronic systeas, which 
will guarantee the opening up of the• and at the saae ti•e a chance of not being 
dependant on a saall nuaber of aanufacturers for•ing a closed shop, and of 
stabilizing less oligopolistic c011petition, which will aake it less difficult for 
new aanufacturers to have entree. 

Understood in this aanner, international co-operation could facilitate 
industrial and technological development. 

V. PINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The world electronics industry including software presents an extre .. ly 
important evolutionary dynaaic which ste•w in essence from the strategies of the 
public and private actors in the industrialized countries. This evolution, the 
characteristics of which have been recalled above, deaands all the aore attention 
in order to define in th• developing countries an integrated development strategy 
for the electronics industry including software. 
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Bearing in aind the observations made in this report, it seeas vital that this 
aeeting should discuss the following points so as to arrive at its conclusions and 
rec01111endations: 

The place of the electronics industry in the national econoay 

The share of developing countries in the world production of the 
electronics industry is aodest (of the order of 12 per cent) and 
distributed over the countries very unequally, since their perforaances in 
this sector are very differe~~: 

No country can reaain apart from this industry, the technological progress 
of which is peraeating into branches of industry: 

The introduction of electronics into industrialization strategy should be 
cade in a selective aanner in each country, bearing in aind the following 
factors: technological level, market size, external constraints: 

Consideration of the industrial restructuring to which the introduction of 
electronics has given iapetus at world level could lead to reorientation of 
the strategies if they have been organized around the branches aost 
affected by these develop11ents (clothing, aachine-building, machine tools). 

Entry into the electronics industry 

Entry into the electronics industry should be aade in a selective manner, 
though without losing sight o~ the linkage between the different subsectors. Among 
the factors to be given considerati~n are: 

Technology: choice of a technologically simple point of departure or one 
aore centred on a precise production area around which more coaplex 
activities can be attached: 

The characteristics inherent in the different markets with distinction in 
particular between the markets for telecommunications, industrial 
automation, mass consumer electronics, components and software: 

Allong the possible points of entry are: 

Telecomaunications, where assembly operations are envisagable for telephone 
exchanges, especially small private exchanges, and for terminal 1uipment. 
These are operations that require little in terms of market size and 
t~chnology: 

Data processing (inforaatics), where one can asseable CKD devices for 
manufacturing microcoaputers and peripherals (disk readers in particular) 
for the local aarket: 

Ma•s consumer electronics, where national production in the form of 
assembly is possible in the case of audio and video products. More intense 
integration aay coae up against problems of scale in the case of video 
device• (ainiaal aarket of 1 or 2 million for television tubes). Entry 
into the international market is then a means of broadening the market for 
intermediate products so as to ensure greater integration: this entry can 
be achieved by subcontracting or under O!M agreements in an ever-growing 
nuaber in the case of audio and video product•: 
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E,capsulation of integrated circuits such as memories is an activity that 
is still only slightly automated. Conversely, the manufacture of these 
components belongs to a highly complex technological domain which demands 
access to very large-size markets: the manufacture of other circuits such 
as applied specific integrated circuits (ASIC) can be contemplated for 
narrower markets, but requires, too, a high level of technicality. 
Discrete components which are more traditional are a more accessible 
activity both from the stan~point of technology and access to nsarkets: 

The production of applied software intended for lo~al users may be a path 
of entry into the industry in the saae way as the maintenance of equipment, 
especially in smaller countries. The concept of ASIC is also to be 
envisaged, since they can be manufactured in forei~n foundries. 

Generally speaking, the aultiplicity of products in the electronics industry 
favours the strategy of seeking market niches which are not occupied or have been 
relinquished by the leading countries at world level. 

Action to be taken to promote and accompany the developsent of the electronics 
industry 

Industrial policies should take into account the ever-growing technological 
interrelationships between the different subsectors of that industry. It 
would be advisable for the organizatio~ of departments looking after that 
industry to be conceived in terms of such interrelationships; 

Choices of an iaport substitution policy or export promotion policy should 
not be mutually exclusive. Conversely, both policies should be conceived 
in teras of more coherent research; 

Protection of the national electronics industry should be selective and 
graded. 

Industrial policies should aim at improved organization of what is supplied by 
the elect~onics industry by taking aeasures to promote: 

The development of training branches linked to electronic technologies; 

The retraining ot personnel who should adapt themselves to the new 
technologies; 

The improvement of infrastructures (in particular telecommunications). 

In certain cases the State will have to encourage the formation and 
reconversion of private and public national groups so as to create enterprises of 
the minimal size required by certain markets (that may also be the case in the 
manufacture of television tubes or t:1e construction of silicon foundries) • 

Regulatory measures governing investment, licensing and patenting should be 
conceived in terms of their effects on the dynamics of that industry and on the 
search for greater coherence. 

Modalities for regional and interregional co-operation 

Aaong the modalities for co-operation envisaged are: 
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Co-operation programaes for iaproved dissemination of technological 
information between countries: 

Co-operation programaes at the level of training in electronic technologies: 

Scientific co-operation progra .. es to proaote research and development 
efforts: 

Industrial co-operation activities for the introduction of 
coaplementarities or for broadening the market constraint (for exaaple, 
study of silicon foundries conceived at regional level): 

International co-operation 

Aaon9 the areas in which international co-operatior can be applied are: 

Technological information: facility at the diffusional level as well as 
access to data bases: 

Standardization: the developing countries should join in the 
standardization processes: 

Scientific and technical research by increasing the possibility of training 
courses by which to permit more direct contact with industrial realities. 

• 
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